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Instructions for Seal Installation (Bead Type - Moulded)
Thank you for purchasing a door seal from Seal Change.
When you receive the door seal/s, lay them out flat for a day or
overnight. This will remove any kinks. Check that the seal/s is the
correct size by sizing it up against the door/s.
Remove the old seal from behind the bead (lip). Clean the surround of
the door before fitting new seal, ensuring no insulation is clogged in
the lip of the bead. Start in a top corner and work your way
approximately 1/3 if the way across, then go to the opposite side
ensuring you do not overstretch the seal. Do the same down the sides
and bottom. It may be necessary to add screws to help secure the seal
more tightly.
If once you have fitted the new seal you are experiencing problems
with the seal ‘sticking’ on the hinge side, you can either rub some
vaseline, silicone spray or baby/talc powder onto the seal and frame to
correct this.
If the doors have ‘dropped’ then an adjustment of the hinges may be
necessary.
If you have water leaking inside your fridge this may not be fixed by
simply replacing the door seals. You may need to clear the drain inside
your fridge as the continuing leaking water will damage your new seals
also.
If there are any gaps after fitting the seal, you can heat the door seal
with a hair dryer. This will soften the door seal and make it more
pliable. Ensure the magnet fits tightly against the frame on all sides.
Once you are satisfied that the seal is fitted correctly leave the door/s
shut for around 2 hours to allow the seal to “take shape”.

